Introduction
Recently in [1] we studied bound state formation in D-brane collisions, including the possible formation of a black hole. We considered collisions between clusters of D-branes, as well as a configuration in which D-branes were arranged in a spherical shell with velocities directed toward the center. At weak coupling a bound state forms via a process of open string production. At strong coupling, where the system has a dual supergravity description [2] , the collision results in formation of a black hole. We found that the crossover between these two mechanisms for bound state formation is smooth. It occurs at an intermediate value of the coupling, in accord with the correspondence principle introduced by Horowitz and Polchinski [3] .
The purpose of the present paper is to study a more interesting initial configuration, namely a fuzzy sphere or spherical membrane built out of 0-branes. Starting from rest, a fuzzy sphere will shrink under its own tension. Classically the sphere shrinks to zero size and re-expands. But taking quantum effects into account, as the sphere shrinks open string production can occur at weak coupling, while black hole formation can occur at strong coupling. Our objective is to study these processes in more detail and show that they are smoothly connected at the correspondence point.
An outline of this paper is as follows. In §2 we review the description of fuzzy spheres and study the spectrum of fluctuations about a fuzzy sphere. In §3 we study the collapse of a fuzzy sphere at weak coupling as open strings are produced. In §4 we argue that there is a smooth match to the process of black hole formation at strong coupling. In §5 we study the perturbative evolution of the sphere in more detail, including back-reaction from open string production. In §6 we provide further evidence for a smooth crossover at the correspondence point.
There is a large literature on fuzzy geometry in various matrix models, for a review see [4] . For studies of thermalization and black hole formation in these models see for example [5, 6, 7, 8] .
Fuzzy spheres
To describe an ordinary sphere embedded in R d , we begin by introducing three Cartesian coordinates x A = (x, y, z) on a unit S 2 , subject to the constraint
The embedding coordinates in R d , which we denote X i for i = 1, . . . , d, can then be expanded in powers of the x A 's.
The coefficients c i A 1 ···A are symmetric and traceless on their lower indices. They transform in the spin-representation of SU (2) . After the traces are removed, the product x A 1 · · · x A provides a Cartesian basis for the spinspherical harmonics [9] .
To make the sphere fuzzy or non-commutative we use the dictionary [10, 11, 12] 
where the matrices J A are generators of SU (2) in the N -dimensional representation (i.e. with spin j = N −1 2
). They obey
The embedding coordinates become Hermitian matrices, with the expansion
Note that the expansion terminates at = N − 1, since beyond this point one no longer gets independent matrices. To make this plausible, note that summing the dimensions of the appropriate SU (2) representations accounts for the N 2 parameters in a Hermitian matrix.
In fact there is a stronger result: the matrices vanish identically for ≥ N . To see this it's convenient to work in a basis of raising and lowering operators J ± = J x ± iJ y with metric ds 2 = dx + dx − + dz 2 . Note that (J + ) is traceless and symmetric on its lower indices -it's the highest weight state in the spinrepresentation -and with N -dimensional generators it vanishes identically for ≥ N , (J + ) = 0 for ≥ N . Then by applying lowering operators a general symmetrized traceless product must vanish for ≥ N .
This construction of a fuzzy sphere finds a natural home in the BFSS model [13] , or the quantum mechanics of N D0-branes, where the bosonic part of the action is
We've fixed the gauge A 0 = 0, so the equation of motion
must be supplemented with the Gauss constraint
At the classical level a simple configuration is a spherical membrane of initial radius U 0 , described by setting [14, 15] 
The Gauss constraint is trivially satisfied since [J A , J A ] = 0, while the equation of motion reduces toÜ
Solving this with the initial conditions U (0) = U 0 ,U (0) = 0 one finds that the sphere collapses after a time
1 Conventions: the fields X i have units of energy. They are related to 0-brane positions by X = (position)/2πα . The Yang-Mills coupling is g This construction of a spherical membrane is based on the pioneering work of de Wit et al. [16] . The collapsing sphere solution was first described by Collins and Tucker [17] .
In the quantum theory we'll be interested in fluctuations about this solution, so we set
At linearized order the Gauss constraint (8) reduces tȯ
This constraint removes roughly N 2 degrees of freedom from the 3N 2 degrees of freedom contained in x A . 3 However to linearized order it puts no constraint on x I .
The linearized equation of motion for x I is
To solve this we expand the field in fuzzy spherical harmonics,
With the SU (2) algebra [J A , J B ] = i ABC J C and the identity ABC ADE = δ BD δ CE − δ BE δ CD one can show that (assuming the indices A 1 · · · A are contracted with a symmetric traceless tensor)
In other words, fuzzy spherical harmonics are angular momentum eigenstates, with the expected eigenvalue of the total angular momentum. The linearized equation of motion (14) then reduces tö
2 The results for the spectrum in the remainder of this section have also been obtained by Harold Steinacker and Jochen Zahn [18] .
3 More precisely it removes N 2 − 1 degrees of freedom: the trace of a commutator vanishes, so the trace of the Gauss constraint is trivially satisfied. 
The spectrum of fluctuations in the dimensions A = 1, 2, 3 is studied in appendix A. Here we just summarize the results. Decomposing x A into SU (2) representations we find that there are s-type fluctuations with spin + 1 for = 0, . . . , N − 1. These fluctuations are (2 + 3)-fold degenerate and have frequency
There are also u-type fluctuations with spin − 1 for = 1, . . . , N − 1. These fluctuations are (2 − 1)-fold degenerate and have frequencies
In the rest of this paper the distinction between these various types of frequencies will not matter, and from now on we will ignore the differences between the formulas (18), (19) , (20) . When we write explicit formulas we will make use of the transverse frequencies (18).
Perturbative sphere collapse
Assuming the 0-brane quantum mechanics is weakly coupled, let's study the collapse of a fuzzy sphere in a little more detail. The conserved total energy of the quantum mechanics is
which at large N for the classical solution (9) reduces to
So the radial velocityU is related to the initial radius of the sphere U 0 bẏ
Classically a fuzzy sphere remains spherical as it collapses, but quantum mechanically other modes will get excited. This happens when the adiabatic approximation breaks down. For a mode with frequency ω , the adiabatic approximation fails whenω
Given the frequencies (18), adiabaticity breaks down when
which using (23) can be rewritten as
So a large fuzzy sphere evolves adiabatically. As the sphere shrinks modes with more and more angular momentum become excited. The mode with the largest angular momentum, max ∼ N , gets excited when the fuzzy sphere reaches the inner radius for open string production
At this point the adiabatic approximation has completely broken down, and all N 2 degrees of freedom in the matrices have become excited, or equivalently all possible open strings have been produced. The subsequent evolution of the sphere will be studied in section 5.
Black hole formation and the correspondence point
At large N and strong coupling the 0-brane quantum mechanics has a dual description in terms of IIA supergravity [2] . Introducing the 't Hooft coupling λ = g 2 YM N and a radial coordinate with units of energy U = r/α , the 0-brane quantum mechanics is weakly coupled when U > λ 1/3 and has a dual supergravity description when U < λ 1/3 .
4
In the supergravity regime one would expect a fuzzy sphere to collapse and form a black hole with N units of 0-brane charge. The Schwarzschild radius of such a black hole is [2] U S ∼ g
Here E is the energy above extremality, identified with the Hamiltonian of the quantum mechanics. Given (22) , the Schwarzschild radius is related to the initial radius of the sphere by
Of course this discussion only makes sense if the black hole fits in the region where supergravity is valid. This requires U S < λ 1/3 or equivalently E < N 2 λ 1/3 , which means
The perturbative description of fuzzy sphere collapse worked out in section 3, on the other hand, is only valid if the quantum mechanics is weakly coupled. We followed the evolution of the sphere perturbatively down to the radius U inner given in (27), at which point all N 2 degrees of freedom have gotten excited. This perturbative description is only valid if U inner > λ 1/3 , or equivalently
We now see that there is a smooth crossover between the perturbative description of fuzzy sphere collapse and the non-perturbative process of black hole formation. The crossover occurs when the initial radius and total energy are
At the crossover point the Schwarzschild radius and inner radius for open string production agree,
For a black hole of this size the curvature at the horizon is of order string scale.
So this crossover is an example of the correspondence principle of Horowitz and Polchinski at work [3] .
5 Back-reaction and parametric resonance
In §3 we followed the evolution of a weakly-coupled fuzzy sphere down to the radius U inner ∼ U 0 / √ N . At this radius adiabaticity has broken down for all of the fluctuation modes, so O(N 2 ) open strings have been produced. In this section we study the subsequent evolution of the sphere, still assuming weak coupling, but taking into account back reaction from open string production. We'll show that a parametric resonance is present in the weakly-coupled field theory which exponentially amplifies the number of open strings present.
To study the back-reaction from open string production, we begin by estimating the total energy in open strings. Suppose that as the sphere collapses roughly one open string is produced in each of the fluctuation modes (18) . This is justified in appendix B. Then once the sphere has crossed the radius U inner , the total energy in open strings is
For this description of the collapse process to make sense, we should check that back-reaction from open string production can be neglected down to the radius U inner . To do this we compare the energy in open strings (35) to the total energy of the sphere (22) . At the radius
Indeed, provided the field theory remains weakly coupled down to the radius U inner , we have U inner > λ 1/3 (or equivalently U 0 > N 1/2 λ 1/3 ) and back reaction can be neglected during the initial collapse of the sphere.
Even though back-reaction can be neglected during the initial collapse of the sphere, it is not necessarily negligible when the sphere subsequently reexpands. To decide this issue we compare the potential energy in open strings (35), E open ∼ N 2 U , to the classical potential energy of a fuzzy sphere, which from (22) is given by
The linear potential from open strings dominates at small radius, while the classical U 4 potential dominates at large radius. The two energies are comparable when U ∼ N 2/3 λ 1/3 .
We can now identify three qualitatively different behaviors, depending on the initial radius of the sphere. See appendix C for a more detailed analysis.
In this case the classical potential energy of the sphere is dominant near the turning point, which is located at U ≈ U 0 . The classical evolution of the sphere described in §2 is a good approximation to the true behavior. In particular the sphere collapses to zero size on the timescale τ ∼ N/U 0 given in (11) .
In this case the field theory remains weakly coupled down to the radius U inner , but when the sphere subsequently re-expands it's the linear potential arising from open string production which is dominant near the turning point. The classical U 4 potential can be neglected, and overall energy conservation reads (in place of (22)) N 2g In this case the sphere enters the regime where supergravity is valid and falls within its own Schwarzschild radius to form a black hole.
We can now describe the subsequent evolution of the sphere in a little more detail. At weak coupling the sphere pulsates with a frequency . This amounts to working at the correspondence point of Horowitz and Polchinski [3] , since the 5 Similarly, for s-type and u-type fluctuations, we obtain Mathieu equations with ω l given by (19) and (20) . However the derivation of (19) and (20) in appendix A is under the adiabatic approximation,U → 0. Therefore we expect the Mathieu equations for stype and u-type fluctuations are modified once the adiabatic approximation breaks down and parametric resonance occurs.
Schwarzschild radius of the resulting black hole
which means the curvature at the horizon is of order string scale.
In other words, the resulting black hole just fits in the region where supergravity is valid [2] .
There are various quantities we can compare at the Horowitz-Polchinski correspondence point which suggest that the crossover is smooth.
classical size
In the weakly-coupled field theory the classical background is a pulsating sphere with a maximum size given in (41). Evaluating this at
we find that the back-reacted amplitude of oscillation is set by the 't Hooft scale, U 0 ∼ λ 1/3 . This matches the Schwarzschild radius (42) of a black hole at the correspondence point, U S ∼ λ 1/3 .
size of quantum fluctuations
For the classical background (9), the size of the sphere can be measured by
Let's compare this to the spread in the 0-brane positions due to quantum fluctuations, measured by
To evaluate this, recall that for a harmonic oscillator
We can adapt this to the problem at hand by identifying /m with g 2 YM .
Then assuming small fluctuations and using the frequencies (18) we have
In the first line we suppressed the = 0 modes which describe center of mass position. In the second line we dropped the sum on I and took the quantum numbers n 
Provided the maximum size of the sphere is larger than the 't Hooft scale, U 0 > λ 1/3 or equivalently U 0 > N 1/2 λ 1/3 , then the quantum fluctuations in the 0-brane positions are small compared to the radius of the sphere. This shows that at large and intermediate initial radius a classical fuzzy sphere provides a good description of the quantum state. 6 It also shows that as we go to the Horowitz-Polchinski correspondence point, U 0 = λ 1/3 , the classical background merges into the quantum fluctuations. This fits with a general expectation in gravity-gauge duality, that at strong coupling the D-brane positions have quantum fluctuations which are comparable in size to the region in which supergravity is valid [19, 20] .
thermalization time
On the weakly-coupled side we identified a parametric resonance which leads to open string production on a timescale set by the frequency (40). Evaluating this at U 0 = N 1/2 λ 1/3 we find that the frequency of oscillation is set by the 't Hooft scale, Ω ∼ λ 1/3 .
What does this correspond to on the supergravity side? The black hole has a spectrum of quasinormal frequencies which govern the approach to equilibrium. The quasinormal frequencies are set by the Hawking temperature [21, 22, 23] , namely T ∼
S , which at the correspondence point is of order the 't Hooft scale, T ∼ λ 1/3 . Thus at the correspondence point the timescale for parametric resonance agrees with the relaxation time of the black hole. This suggests that the weak-coupling process of open string production via parametric resonance smoothly matches on to the strong-coupling process of black hole formation.
entropy production
At weak coupling, during the initial collapse of a fuzzy sphere, we saw that O(N 2 ) open strings are produced. These strings have an entropy S string ∼ N 2 . On the other hand, on the supergravity side, the equilibrium entropy of the black hole is [2] S
Evaluating this at the correspondence point U S ∼ λ 1/3 we see that S bh ∼ N 2 . So at the correspondence point the entropy produced during the initial collapse of a fuzzy sphere is close to the equilibrium entropy of the black hole. This suggests that very little additional evolution -perhaps just a few e-foldings of parametric resonance -is required for the system to reach equilibrium.
A Fluctuations in the X A dimensions
In this appendix we study the spectrum of fluctuations in the directions A = 1, 2, 3. We need to solve the linearized Gauss constrainṫ
along with the linearized equation of motion
(51) These expressions can be simplified somewhat. In the adiabatic approximation we study the spectrum of fluctuations treating U as constant. Then the fluctuation modes can be taken to have definite frequency, x
A ∼ e −iωt , so the Gauss constraint amounts to the requirement that
Also we can simplify the equation of motion using
This reduces the equation of motion tö
To go further we expand the fluctuations in fuzzy vector spherical harmonics. These are constructed as follows. Expanding in a complete set of matrices we can set
The tensor x AA 1 ···A is symmetric and traceless on the indices A 1 · · · A , so taking all indices into account it transforms as a (spin 1) ⊗ (spin ) product 7 To save writing we're adopting a different normalization convention in expanding x A , without the factor 2 N present in (15) .
representation of SU (2). Decomposing this product, the irreducible pieces correspond to tensors s, t, u that have spin + 1, , − 1 respectively. These tensors can be constructed explicitly.
The tensors s, t, u are constructed to be symmetric and traceless on all indices, so that they correspond to the appropriate irreducible SU (2) representations.
This decomposition helps in understanding the Gauss constraint (52), since
Thus the Gauss constraint requires that we set the spin-irreducible piece to zero, t A 1 ···A = 0. Now let's study the equation of motion (53). Using (16) in the middle term, and evaluating the commutators in the last term, the equation of motion becomesẍ
(there are terms in the second and third lines, where the generators J A and J B are inserted at different positions). We consider the different irreducible pieces in turn.
s-type fluctuations
To study the irreducible piece with spin + 1 we take x to be symmetric and traceless on all indices,
For such a tensor the Gauss law is automatically satisfied, while the equation of motion (58) reduces tö
We read off the frequencies
These modes are (2 + 3)-fold degenerate. There are two zero-frequency modes: = 0 is a translation zero mode in the X A directions, while = 1 is an energy-preserving quadrupole deformation of the sphere.
t-type fluctuations
These exist for ≥ 1. We can reconstruct the tensor x from its spinirreducible piece t by setting
This map has been constructed so that x is symmetric and traceless on the indices A 1 · · · A . In other words, it defines the embedding of (spin ) → (spin 1) ⊗ (spin ). Given (62), the corresponding Hermitian matrix x A can be written as a commutator,
As we saw earlier, these fluctuations fail to satisfy the Gauss constraint, since from (16) [
Again the only solution to the Gauss constraint is to set t = 0.
u-type fluctuations
These exist for ≥ 1. We can reconstruct x from its spin-( − 1) irreducible piece using
This map is constructed so that x is symmetric and traceless on A 1 · · · A . For such a tensor the Gauss law is automatically satisfied. Substituting the expression for x into the equation of motion (58), we find after some algebra thatü
From this we read off the frequencies 
B Open string production
In this appendix we study the process of open string production in more detail. Our goal is to show that, during the initial collapse of a fuzzy sphere, roughly one open string is produced in each of the fluctuation modes. We assume the fluctuations are weakly coupled, which as discussed in §5 means
We focus on a particular fluctuation mode. For concreteness we consider a transverse mode (18) with frequency
For this mode, the adiabatic approximation breaks down whenω /ω 2 ∼ 1 or
Energy conservation (23) 
and the adiabatic approximation fails at
At the point where the adiabatic approximation fails the mode can be thought of as a harmonic oscillator in its ground state, with a frequency
and a ground state wavefunction (identifying /m with g After the adiabatic approximation breaks down the sphere continues to shrink. We must follow the evolution of the mode through the non-adiabatic regime, until the sphere re-expands to the radius (71) at which adiabaticity is restored. In the non-adiabatic regime the frequency is so low that it seems reasonable to neglect the potential energy for the mode, in other words, to treat it as a free particle. In this approximation the Gaussian wavefunction (73) undergoes free diffusion, spreading to a width
Here the initial position uncertainty is ∆x To argue this more precisely we recall some properties of squeezed states [24] . For a harmonic oscillator these are defined by
where the squeezing parameter 0 < ξ < ∞. An equivalent expression is
where γ = tanh ξ. A squeezed state has a Gaussian wavefunction with a width ∆x = e ξ ∆x 0 (78) so we identify e ξ ≈ √ 5. Expanding the exponential in (77), the probability of finding 2n strings present is
The probability decreases monotonically with n. The average number of strings present is
So the simple approximation of free diffusion in the non-adiabatic regime supports the claim that roughly one open string is produced in each fluctuation mode.
C More on U (t) oscillations
During the initial collapse, after U has passed by U = U inner , we know that O(N 2 ) open strings have been created. Then the dynamics of the fuzzy sphere radius U (t) is dominated by the following energy conservation law:
Here U 0 sets the total energy. This is a one-dimensional oscillator with a potential V pot (U ) which is positive definite and monotonically increasing as we increase U . It has linear behavior for small U , U < U c and U 4 behavior for large U , U > U c where
In this appendix we study the resulting dynamics for U (t) in more detail. We will always consider U 0 satisfying U 0 > N 1/2 λ 1/3 so that a perturbative analysis is valid.
C.1 Intermediate initial radius
In this case, the dynamics of U is restricted to the region where the potential has linear behavior. Keeping just the linear term in V pot (U ), the conservation law reads
This sets the amplitude of oscillation of U (t) as
Since U 0 < U c , this yields a consistent relation
Using U 0 , we can rewrite the conservation law (83) as .
(88) Figure 1 shows that this approximation works very well.
C.2 Large initial radius, U 0 > U c
In this case, the dynamics of U is no longer restricted to the region where the potential V pot (U ) has linear behavior. Instead the conservation law gives
Again we have oscillatory behavior. Near the turning point
so the amplitude is very well approximated by U 0 , U 0 ≈ U 0 .
During each oscillation U starts from U 0 , passes by U = U c given in Eq. (82), then enters the region where U < U c . The timescale for U to run from U = U 0 to U = U c , which we call ∆τ 1 , is given by
since in this region the potential V pot (U ) is well approximated by the quartic term. On the other hand, the timescale for U to run from U = U c to U = 0, which we call ∆τ 2 , is 
since in this region the potential is well approximated by the linear term.
Since U c < U 0 , note that ∆τ 1 > ∆τ 2 , and therefore the period of oscillation is dominated by the motion from U 0 to U c . The conservation law is well approximated by neglecting the back reaction from open string creation and taking 2U 
Taking t = 0 at U = 0 we find the solution Figure 2 shows that this approximation works very well. This means U (t) can be approximated as
Note that (88) and (97) agree at U 0 ∼ U c .
